
Goals  - Pull out your list of Dreams and Goals from Week One. 

   Answer the following question for each dream/goal: 

1. Is there a chance I’ve been manipulated into my dream?  Example   Your father passes away, his dream 

was to have you run his business someday. It’s never been your dream, but now that he’s gone you find yourself in 

that position. Giving up on many of your own dreams to honor his.  Is this a long term sustainable solution? Is there a 

compromise that can be made such as hiring someone to run it while you go for your own dreams? Or upon some 

deep soul searching do you come to see all that he loved about his business and you embrace that new experience 

and realize it was a gift you didn’t know you needed… only you can answer...   

2. Could my dream be for the approval of others? 

3. Has advertising convinced me of my dream?   - If one of your goals is the latest phone model or 

car, ask yourself why? Will the newer model really bring you greater joy or is it something deeper 

that is the real goal? 

4. Has my dream been dimmed down or diminished by the small thinking of family or friends? Have 

they put their fear onto me, causing me to doubt it? 

5. Am I dimming my own dream down for fear of what others will think?  We covered many types of 

fear in weeks 2 and 3 but this can sometimes only be obvious at this point. When we start to really 

honor our dream and see what is possible and then realize we’ve subconsciously made it smaller 

to upset the flow around us. This can be large sacrifices or small hardly noticeable things. 

7.   Have you been manipulated and pressured by family, society expectations, the age you are and   

      what others are doing during that time. 

6.   Other notes: 

Lesson 4 - Dream Protector Tool 
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